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Manipulating Robo Expression In Vivo Perturbs
Commissural Axon Pathfinding in the Chick Spinal Cord
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In vertebrate embryos, most spinal commissural axons cross the ventral midline (VM) and project either alongside or significant
distances away from the floor plate (FP). The upregulation of repulsive Robo1/2 receptors on postcrossing commissural axons, in
mammals, presumably allows these axons to respond to the midline-associated repellents, Slit1–3, facilitating their expulsion from, and
prohibiting their reentry into, the FP. Compelling data suggest that Robo3 represses Robo1/2 function on precrossing axons and that
Robo1/2 inhibit attractive guidance receptors on postcrossing axons, thereby ensuring that decussated axons are selectively responsive
to midline Slits. However, whether Robo1/2 expel decussated commissural axons from the VM and/or prevent their reentry into the FP
has not been explicitly established in vivo. Furthermore, some commissural axons do not require Robo1/2 to elaborate appropriate
contralateral projections in the mouse spinal cord. Here, we use unilateral in ovo electroporation together with Atoh1 and Neurog1
enhancer elements to visualize, and assess the consequences of manipulating Robo expression on, dl1 and dl2 chick commissural axons.
In response to misexpressing a cytoplasmic truncation of Robo1 and/or Robo2, which should block all Robo–ligand interactions, post-
crossing commissural axons extend alongside, but do not project away from or reenter the FP. In contrast, misexpression of full-length
Robo2 prevents many commissural axons from crossing the VM. Together, these findings support key and selective in vivo roles for Robo
receptors in presumably altering the responsiveness of decussated commissural axons and facilitating their expulsion from the VM
within the chick spinal cord.
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Introduction
Vertebrate commissural axons project along a transverse tra-
jectory toward and across the floor plate (FP), located at the
ventral midline (VM) of the spinal cord. Subsequently, most
postcrossing commissural axons turn rostrally into the longi-
tudinal plane and project alongside the FP [medial longitudi-
nal commissural (MLC)] or grow into an intermediate region

of the spinal cord [intermediate longitudinal commissural
(ILC)] (Imondi and Kaprielian, 2001; Kadison and Kaprielian,
2004), but never recross the FP. We originally identified MLC
and ILC axons through unilateral DiI labeling, which provides
unobstructed views of postcrossing trajectories but cannot re-
producibly mark MLC and ILC axons and reliably assess their
behavior in response to perturbations. The bHLH (basic helix-
loop-helix) transcription factors, Atoh1 and Neurog1, define
nonoverlapping progenitor populations that differentiate into
genetically distinct dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons, respec-
tively (Gowan et al., 2001). Because Atoh1 and Neurog1 en-
hancers direct reporter gene expression to dI1 and dI2 neu-
rons/axons in transgenic mice (Lumpkin et al., 2003; Nakada
et al., 2004), they may provide useful tools for labeling subsets
of contralateral commissural projections.

After crossing the VM, commissural axons lose their re-
sponsiveness to midline attractants and gain responsiveness to
the midline-associated repellents, Slit1–3, in vitro. In mam-
mals, the Slit-binding repulsive Robo receptors, Robo1/2
(Long et al., 2004), are believed to be key components of the
molecular mechanisms that switch the responsivity of these
axons (Zou et al., 2000; Dickson and Gilestro, 2006). Accord-
ingly, a third Robo, Robo3, represses the function of Robo1/2
on precrossing axons (Sabatier et al., 2004) and an interaction
between the cytoplasmic domains of Robo1/2 and the attrac-
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tive Netrin-1 receptor, deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC),
silences the attraction of postcrossing commissural axons to
the FP (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001). These events pre-
sumably ensure that decussated commissural axons are selec-
tively responsive to Slits, facilitating their expulsion from the
VM and preventing their reentry into the FP. Consistent with
this view, longitudinally projecting decussated commissural
axons assume inappropriate positions relative to the FP in Slit
or Robo mutant mice and recross the FP in the absence of Slits
(Long et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the specific roles of Robo1/2
have not been delineated in vivo and some commissural axons
elaborate appropriate contralateral projections in mice lack-
ing Robo1, Robo2, or all three Slits (Long et al., 2004).

Here, we exploit unilateral in ovo electroporation in chick
embryos to reliably mark commissural axons, including the
dI1 and dI2 subclasses, which elaborate ILC and MLC projec-
tions. We then use this labeling system to assess the conse-
quences of manipulating Robo expression on these axons in
vivo. In response to misexpressing cytoplasmic truncations of
Robo1 and/or Robo2, which likely interfere with all Robo–
ligand interactions, postcrossing commissural axons extend
alongside the FP, but fail to project away from and do not
reenter the FP. In contrast, misexpressing FL Robo2 prevents
many commissural axons from crossing the VM. These find-
ings support key in vivo roles for Robo receptors in presum-
ably altering the responsiveness of postcrossing commissural
axons and promoting their expulsion from the VM within the
chick spinal cord.

Materials and Methods
In ovo electroporation. Fertilized White Leghorn eggs (Spafas) were incu-
bated at 39°C. Plasmid DNA diluted in a 0.15% trypan blue solution was
unilaterally electroporated into stage 17/18 or 18/19 chick embryos
(Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) at the thoracic level of the spinal cord.
Square-wave current (five pulses, 20 V, 50 ms) was generated using a
CUY-21 (Protech International) electroporator (Krull, 2004). The vari-
ous constructs were electroporated at the following concentrations: en-
hancers (1.5–2 �g/�l), truncated Robos (0.7 �g/�l), full-length (FL)
rRobo2/control del-Npn1 (1.5 �g/�l), and short-hairpin RNA (shRNA)
(2.5 �g/�l). Open-book preparations were then generated from unfixed
electroporated embryos as previously described (Imondi et al., 2000).
Alternatively, the embryos were fixed, cryoprotected, and cryosectioned,
or embedded in 8% sucrose/3.5% agarose and vibratome-sectioned (40
�m).

Electroporation constructs. The Atoh1tauGFP and Atoh1taumCherry
constructs contain the 1.4 kb Atoh1 (previously Math1) enhancer
(Lumpkin et al., 2003), the �-globin basal promoter (Yee and Rigby,
1993), and Tau sequences fused to EGFP (enhanced green fluorescent
protein) (Clontech) or mCherry (Shaner et al., 2005) for axonal lo-
calization. The Neurog1tauGFP and Neurog1taumCherry constructs
contain a 0.7 kb dorsal neural tube-specific Neurog1 enhancer
(TgN1–13) (Nakada et al., 2004). The CMV-Robo1�–GFP and CMV-
Robo2�–GFP constructs contain sequences encoding truncated Robo
green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion proteins representing the
Robo extracellular and transmembrane domains driven by a CMV
enhancer and a �-actin promoter (Hammond et al., 2005). The FL
rat(r) Robo2 construct is myc tagged and is driven by a CMV enhancer
and a �-actin/�-globin promoter. The control del-Npn1 construct is
driven by the same elements and directs the expression of a nonfunc-
tional, myc-tagged protein consisting of the transmembrane and cy-
toplasmic domain of Npn1. We used the Ambion pSilencer 1.0-U6
vector that harbors a mouse U6 RNA polymerase III promoter to
drive expression of short hairpin RNAs (Ambion). The production of
the shRNA constructs was performed as previously described (Ches-
nutt and Niswander, 2004) and according to the Ambion protocol.
The targeted sequences are as follows: 5�-AATGATGCTGGCAAG-

TACGTT-3� (Robo1A43), 5�-AAGATGGGACTCCTCTAGATG-3�
(Robo1B36), 5�-AATAGATCGCTAGCGTAGGCT-3� (Robo1Scram), 5�-
AACCCCTACTATTGAATGGTA-3� (Robo2A48), and 5�-AAGGAA-
CTATCTTGGAGAAGC-3� (Robo2B56), and the oligonucleotides were
synthesized by Gene Link.

Immunohistochemistry. Anti-Lhx2/9 was obtained from S. Morton
and T. Jessell (Columbia University, New York, NY), and anti-
Lhx1/5, anti-Shh (5E1), anti-Nkx2.2 (74.5A5), and anti-SC-1 (BEN)
were obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank
(University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA). Anti-GFP Alexa Fluor 488 con-
jugate, Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse, and Alexa Fluor 488 goat
anti-rabbit were obtained from Invitrogen. Anti-myc (9E10) was ob-
tained from Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents. Anti-cRobo1
and anti-cRobo2 polyclonal antibodies were commercially prepared
(Genemed Biotechnologies) against peptides representing extracellu-
lar sequences within chick Robo1 (SNLAVTVDDSAEFKC; peptide
224) and Robo2 (INQVVLEEEAVDFRC; peptide 230). We confirmed
the specificities of these new polyclonal antibodies by using immu-
nodot assays (Ou et al., 1991) to show that anti-cRobo1 and anti-
cRobo2 selectively bind their peptide immunogens (data not shown).
We also performed preabsorption experiments by first incubating
anti-cRobo1 with peptide 224 or 230 and anti-cRobo2 antiserum with
peptide 230 or 224 (100 �g of each peptide diluted in PBS) for 1 h.
Subsequently, we applied these mixtures to serial transverse cryosec-
tions of embryonic day 5 (E5) chick spinal cord and showed that
preabsorption of anti-cRobo1 with peptide 224, but not 230, and
anti-cRobo2 with peptide 230, but not 224, significantly attenuated
antibody binding (see Fig. 3 D, F ). Anti-rat (r) Robo1 or anti-human
(h) Robo2 polyclonal antibodies were obtained from R&D Systems.
In all cases, immunolabeling of sections was performed as previously
described (Jevince et al., 2006) except that 3% donkey and 5% goat
serum (Gemini Bio Products) was included in the blocking buffer
(0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS) used for the anti-rRobo/hRobo and
cRobo antibodies, respectively, and primary antibody incubations
were performed overnight at 4°C. Appropriate Cy3-conjugated sec-
ondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used to detect
the binding of the various primary antibodies.

In situ hybridizaton. The cRobo1/2 and cNetrin-1 cDNAs were ob-
tained from E. Laufer (Columbia University, New York, NY) (Vargesson
et al., 2001) and M. Tessier-Lavigne (Genentech, South San Francisco,
CA) (Serafini et al., 1996), respectively, and each cDNA was linearized
and transcribed as previously described (Dillon et al., 2005). Fluorescent
in situ hybridization was performed by adapting a previously described
nonradioactive protocol (Kaprielian et al., 1995) as follows: a 15 min
incubation with 3% hydrogen peroxide was used to inactivate endoge-
nous peroxidase activity, a 60 min incubation in 0.1% Triton X-100 was
used in place of a proteinase K treatment to permeabilize the tissue, the
cryosections were prehybridized/hybridized at 60°C, anti-digoxigenin-
POD (peroxidase), Fab fragments (Roche) were preadsorbed with
E3.5/E4 chick embryo extracts, and probe hybridization was detected
with the TSA Plus Cy3 Fluorescence kit (PerkinElmer; catalog
#NEL74400KT).

Photodocumentation. Reporter expression was visualized through epi-
fluorescence optics (Nikon Eclipse TE300) using Cy2 or Cy3 filters
(Chroma Technology). Colored images were captured and processed as
previously described (Kadison and Kaprielian, 2004). Confocal images
were acquired on a Fluoview 500 microscope (Olympus) using Cy2 and
Cy3 filters. The images in Figures 1, D and E, and 4, and supplemental
Figures 1 and 7 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial) represent confocal stacks.

Data analysis and imaging. We performed two separate analyses to
quantify the axon pathfinding phenotype displayed by embryos co-
electroporated with either Atoh1tauGFP or Neurog1tauGFP and
CMV-Robo2FL-myc (Rb2). In one approach, we used epifluorescence
microscopy and focused through the planes of the FP to count the
total number of axons that crossed the VM and reached the contralat-
eral margin of the FP in open-book preparations derived from these
embryos. Subsequently, we compared these counts with those ob-
tained from embryos electroporated with Atoh1tauGFP or
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Neurog1tauGFP [wild type (WT)]. The mean
number of axons reaching the contralateral
margin of the FP was calculated in each of
these groups (nine embryos per group). Two
separate t tests were used to compare the
number of Atoh1- and Neurog1-labeled axons
in WT embryos and embryos misexpressing
FL Robo2 using DeltaGraph software.

In a separate analysis, we objectively com-
pared the relative number of GFP-positive
axons projecting into the longitudinal plane
on the ipsilateral side of the FP using confocal
microscopy (Zeiss LSM 5 Duo V2: 488 nm
line excitation; 20� objective, 0.8 numerical
aperture) and quantitative digital image anal-
ysis (MetaMorph software; Molecular De-
vices). Each open-book preparation was ro-
tated to position the FP at the top of the
microscopic scan field (2048 � 2048 pixels),
to view axons projecting into the longitudinal
plane on the ipsilateral side. Then six line
scans (at 0.22 �m XY pixel dimensions) were
taken, each stepping through the full depth
(with z-intervals of 0.77 �m) of the prepara-
tion, to generate either YZ or XZ images as
follows. Four of the six lines extended along
the full y-axis, thereby obtaining YZ planes
that captured, in cross section, those axons
that had turned into the longitudinal plane.
One of the six lines extended along the x-axis,
thereby obtaining an XZ plane that captured,
in cross section, GFP-positive axons located
proximal to transfected cell bodies to meter
the relative number of electroporated cell
bodies in each sample. In addition, one of the
six lines generated an XZ image taken for each
open-book preparation in a region away from
territory containing GFP-positive cells to ob-
tain background levels of fluorescence. After
correction for background and thresholding
to omit low intensity pixels, an “object” anal-
ysis was performed on the positive 12-bit dig-
ital images using the integrated morphome-
try analysis module of MetaMorph to obtain
an unbiased measure of the relative number
of longitudinally projecting axons. Using
pixel area (�6), shape factor (0.19 –1), and
ellipse factor (0 –3.0) criteria, the number of “objects,” representing
axons captured in cross section, was determined for each image.
These criteria were used to eliminate random noise or debris, as well
as to avoid counting the rare transversely projecting axons that hap-
pened to overlap a given YZ line scan. Data analysis and statistical
testing were performed using GraphPad InStat 3 software. The data
were found to display a non-Gaussian distribution by the Kolmogor-
ov–Smirnov test, and thus nonparametric statistical testing was
performed.

Results
Murine Atoh1 and Neurog1 regulatory elements direct
reporter gene expression to dI1 and dI2 commissural
neurons/axons, respectively, in the chick spinal cord
To determine whether the murine Atoh1 and Neurog1 enhancers
(Timmer et al., 2001; Lumpkin et al., 2003; Nakada et al., 2004)
direct reporter gene expression to commissural neurons/axons in
the avian spinal cord, we unilaterally electroporated
Atoh1tauGFP and Neurog1tauGFP reporter plasmids into E2.5
(stage 18 –19) embryos. In these embryos, Atoh1- and
Neurog1-enhancer elements drive tauGFP expression to dorsal

domains of the spinal cord 48 h after electroporation (Fig.
1 A, B). In contrast, unilateral electroporation of a CMV–GFP
construct that produces a membrane-targeted, myristylated
form of GFP (Hammond et al., 2005) labeled a large number of
cells broadly distributed along the dorsal–ventral (D-V) axis
of the spinal cord (Fig. 1C). To confirm the identity of the
GFP-labeled cells in the embryos electroporated with
Atoh1tauGFP or Neurog1tauGFP, we labeled sections derived
from these embryos with markers of dI1 or dI2 neurons
(Gowan et al., 2001). Appropriately, anti-Lhx2/9 (dI1) labels a
subset of GFP-expressing cell bodies in the chick spinal cord
electroporated with Atoh1tauGFP (Fig. 1 D). Similarly, anti-
Lhx1/5 (dI2) labels a subset GFP-expressing cell bodies in
chick embryos electroporated with Neurog1tauGFP (Fig. 1 E).
Conversely, Atoh1 GFP-labeled and Neurog1 GFP-labeled cells
do not express Lhx1/5 and Lhx2/9, respectively (data not
shown). In each of the electroporated embryos, GFP-labeled
commissural axons were observed to cross the FP and enter
the ventral funiculus on the contralateral side of the VM (Fig.
1 A–C).

Figure 1. Atoh1, Neurog1, and CMV enhancers direct GFP expression to commissural neurons/axons in the embryonic chick
spinal cord. A, B, Unilateral electroporation of Atoh1tauGFP (A) or Neurog1tauGFP (B) reporter constructs into E2.5 (stage 18 –19)
chick embryos labels dorsal domains of the spinal cord that contain commissural neurons, which extend axons toward and across
the FP in transverse vibratome sections derived from these embryos at E5 (stage 25–26). C, In contrast, unilateral electroporation
of a CMV–GFP construct labeled a large number of cells broadly distributed along the D-V axis of the spinal cord. VF, Ventral
funiculus; LF, lateral funiculus. D, E, Transverse vibratome sections containing dorsolateral spinal cord regions of chick embryos
electroporated as in A and B were labeled with either anti-Lhx2/9 (D) or anti-Lhx1/5 (E). In each of these rows, the first panel
represents GFP expression, the second panel represents either Lhx2/9 or Lhx1/5 expression, and the third and fourth panels
represent the merge of the first two panels. As shown at high magnification (of white boxed regions in third panels) in the fourth
panels of each row, GFP labeling of dI1 (Atoh1tauGFP) and dI2 (Neurog1tauGFP) cell bodies surrounds Cy3 nuclear Lhx2/9 or
Lhx1/5 expression, respectively. Scale bars: (in C; D, first panel) A–C; D, E, first three panels, 100 �m; (in D, fourth panel) D, E,
fourth panels, 25 �m.
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Postcrossing dI1 and dI2 commissural axons elaborate ILC
and MLC projections
To characterize the projection patterns of postcrossing axons
emanating from dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons, we gener-
ated open-book preparations derived from chick embryos
unilaterally electroporated with Atoh1tauGFP and
Neurog1tauGFP, respectively. Both of these reporter con-
structs labeled rostrally projecting ILC and MLC axons (Fig.
2 A, schematic; B, C) (Kadison and Kaprielian, 2004). Chick
embryos electroporated with the CMV–GFP reporter con-
struct display a similar set of contralateral projections (Fig.
2 D); however, a significant subset of the labeled ILC axons
projects in the caudal direction (data not shown). Thus, al-
though this marking system can be used to distinguish be-
tween dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons and facilitates the
visualization of their axons, each population projects along
both ILC and MLC trajectories on the contralateral side of the
FP.

Robo1 and Robo2 are expressed on postcrossing segments of
commissural axons in the chick spinal cord
In the mouse spinal cord, Robo1/2 are preferentially expressed
on postcrossing segments of commissural axons (Long et al.,
2004). To determine whether Robos are expressed in a similar
manner in the avian spinal cord, we first used in situ hybrid-
ization to analyze the distribution of robo1 and robo2 mRNA
in transverse sections derived from stage 23–24 (E4) chick
embryos when commissural axons have crossed the FP (Sto-
eckli and Landmesser, 1995). Dorsal domains of robo1 and
robo2 mRNA expression overlap with the positions occupied
by a variety of interneuron cell bodies (Fig. 3 A, B, arrow). We
also labeled transverse cryosections derived from stage 26 –27
(E5) chick embryos with anti-cRobo1 and anti-cRobo2 poly-
clonal antibodies that recognize unique sequences within the
extracellular domains of chick Robo1 and Robo2 (see Materi-
als and Methods). Consistent with findings in the embryonic
mouse spinal cord, Robo1/2 proteins are enriched in the de-
cussated commissural axon-containing marginal zone (Fig.
3C,E, arrow).

Subsets of dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons express robo1
and robo2 mRNA
To determine whether dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons express
Robo1/2, we performed fluorescence in situ hybridization for
robo1 or robo2 mRNA on transverse cryosections derived from E4
chick embryos electroporated with the Atoh1-tauGFP or
Neurog1-tauGFP reporter constructs. Confocal microscopy re-
vealed that at least subsets of Atoh1- and Neurog1-GFP-

expressing cells contain robo1 and robo2 mRNA (Fig. 4A–D). We
confirmed these observations by double-labeling transverse cryo-
sections derived from E4 chick embryos with in situ hybridization
probes for robo1 or robo2, as well as anti-Lhx2/9 or anti-Lhx1/5
(supplemental Fig. 1A–D, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material).

Postcrossing commissural axons that express a truncated
form of Robo1 or Robo2 project alongside the FP, but fail to
project away from the VM along ILC trajectories
Loss-of-function studies performed in the mouse spinal cord
have shown that many commissural axons elaborate appropri-
ate contralateral projections in the absence of Robo1 or Robo2
(Long et al., 2004). Therefore, we took an alternative approach
to determine the function(s) of Robo proteins in the chick
spinal cord by assessing the consequences of disabling all Robo
signaling in commissural axons. Cytoplasmic domain-lacking
forms of Robos have previously been used to reduce or abro-
gate Robo function, presumably in a dominant-negative man-
ner by disrupting Robo–ligand interactions, in a variety of in
vitro and in vivo systems (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001;
Whitford et al., 2002; Hammond et al., 2005; Jia et al., 2005).
Accordingly, we asked whether unilaterally electroporating
constructs encoding truncated Robo1 or Robo2 into stage
17–18 (E2.5) chick embryos would perturb commissural axon
pathfinding. Initially, we used the Atoh1 enhancer in an at-
tempt to drive truncated forms of Robo1 or Robo2 to dI1
neurons/axons; however, this resulted in essentially undetect-
able levels of ectopic expression. Therefore, we electroporated
chick embryos with CMV-Robo1�–GFP and CMV-Robo2�–
GFP constructs that encode the extracellular and transmem-
brane domains of human Robo1 or Robo2, respectively. La-
beling of sections derived from the electroporated embryos
with anti-rat Robo1 and anti-human Robo2 confirmed the
unilateral misexpression of truncated Robo1/Robo2 proteins
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). We then generated open-book prepara-
tions to analyze the projections of the labeled commissural
axons on the contralateral side of the FP. In contrast to chick
embryos that had been electroporated with CMV–GFP (con-
trol) (Fig. 5A–C), none of the labeled axons extended away
from the ventral midline in embryos electroporated with
CMV-Robo1�–GFP (Fig. 5D–F; supplemental Fig. 3B, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), CMV-
Robo2�–GFP (supplemental Fig. 3C, available at www.jneuro-
sci.org as supplemental material), or both CMV-Robo1�–GFP
and CMV-Robo2�–GFP (data not shown). Although these ax-
ons crossed the VM and turned into the longitudinal plane by

Figure 2. dI1 and dI2 commissural axons elaborate ILC and MLC projections on the contralateral side of the FP. A, Schematic representing an open-book view of the spinal cord after the
electroporation of GFP reporter constructs. In wild-type embryos, postcrossing MLC axons extend alongside the contralateral margin of the FP and ILC axons project a significant distance away from
the FP. a, Anterior; p, posterior; fp, floor plate; rp, roof plate. B–D, Open-book preparations derived from E5 chick embryos unilaterally electroporated with Atoh1tauGFP (B), Neurog1tauGFP (C), or
CMV–GFP (D) reporter constructs. In each case, the labeled postcrossing axons elaborate both MLC (arrowheads) and ILC (arrows) projections. Scale bar, 100 �m.
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E4 (36 h post electroporation; observed in 10 of 10 embryos)
(Fig. 5D), they projected alongside the contralateral margin of
the FP elaborating only MLC, rather than both MLC and ILC,
projections between E5 (48 h; observed in 11 of 11 embryos)
(Fig. 5E) and E6 (72 h; observed in 6 of 6 embryos) (Fig. 5F ).
To exclude the possibility that misexpressing a truncated form
of Robo affects the normal properties of the FP, and/or other
midline-associated cells, we analyzed the expression pattern of
Shh, a key FP-associated morphogen (Charron et al., 2003),
Nkx2.2, a homeodomain-containing protein that is expressed
in cells located immediately adjacent to the FP (Briscoe et al.,
1999), BEN, a cell surface protein that is expressed by FP cells
(Weiner et al., 2004), and Netrin-1, a FP-derived chemoat-
tractant for commissural axons (Serafini et al., 1996), in em-
bryos electroporated with CMV-Robo1�–GFP. These labeling
studies revealed a wild type-like distribution of Shh, BEN, and
netrin-1, suggesting that misexpression of a truncated form of
Robo-1 does not indirectly perturb commissural axon guid-
ance by altering the normal properties of the FP or immedi-
ately adjacent cells (supplemental Fig. 4 A–D, available at ww-
w.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). To assess the
consequences of misexpressing truncated Robo receptors on
the pathfinding of dI1 and dI2 axons, we unilaterally coelec-
troporated E2.5 chick embryos with Atoh1taumCherry or
Neurog1taumCherry and CMV-Robo1�–GFP or CMV–GFP.
Consistent with our findings described above, the labeled
postcrossing dI1 and dI2 commissural axons failed to project
away from the FP (Fig. 6C,F ). Notably, these manipulations
did not differentially affect the guidance of dI1 and dI2 axons.
Similar results were observed when CMV-Robo2�–GFP was
coelectroporated with dI1 and dI2 reporter constructs
(data not shown). Thus, although axons bearing truncated
Robo receptors cross the floor plate and elaborate MLC pro-
jections, they do not project away from the VM along ILC
trajectories.

Unilateral electroporation of truncated Robo1 prevents
postcrossing commissural axons on either side of the spinal
cord from projecting away from the FP
Given that misexpressed cytoplasmic truncations of Robo likely
bind all available Robo ligands (i.e., midline-derived Slits), even
those postcrossing axons, which do not express truncated Robo
should fail to project away from the FP. To test this prediction, we
asked whether the pathfinding of axons arising from the con-
tralateral side of the spinal cord (Fig. 7A, schematic; red axons) is
perturbed in response to the unilateral misexpression of trun-
cated Robo receptors by electroporating Neurog1taumCherry
(Fig. 7A, schematic; red axons) into one side of an E2.5 chick
embryo and, 2 h later, electroporating the opposite side with
CMV-Robo1�–GFP (Fig. 7A, schematic; green axons). As ex-
pected, in open-book preparations derived from these embryos
48 h after the final electroporation, GFP-labeled axons emanating
from the side of the spinal cord electroporated with CMV-
Robo1�–GFP failed to project away from the FP (Fig. 7A,B, sche-
matic, dashed line; green axon). Consistent with the unilateral
misexpression of truncated Robo1 perturbing commissural axon
pathfinding in a bilateral manner, postcrossing segments of
mCherry-labeled dI2 axons arising from the opposite side of the
spinal cord also failed to extend away from the FP (Fig. 7A,B,
schematic, dashed line; red axon; observed in 11 of 11 embryos).
These robust phenotypes contrast our finding that, in embryos
coelectroporated with CMV–GFP and Neurog1taumCherry,

postcrossing commissural axons extend along both MLC and ILC
trajectories (Fig. 7C). Consistent with our prediction, these ob-
servations suggest that misexpression of a truncated form of
Robo prevents even those axons that express only endogenous
Robos from elaborating ILC projections on the contralateral side
of the FP. Presumably, this is because the truncated Robos se-
quester FP-associated Robo ligands away from the endogenous
FL receptors.

Figure 3. Robo1 and Robo2 are preferentially expressed on postcrossing segments of
commissural axons that arise from dorsal interneurons in the chick spinal cord. A, B,
Fluorescent in situ hybridization performed on transverse cryosections derived from E4
chick spinal cords with chick robo1 (A) and robo2 (B) riboprobes reveals domains of mRNA
expression that coincide with the positions of dorsal interneurons (arrows). C, E, Both
anti-cRobo1 and anti-cRobo2 strongly label the decussated commissural axon-rich mar-
ginal zone (arrows), and weakly label precrossing commissural axons (arrowheads) in
transverse cryosections derived from E5 chick embryos. D, F, Preincubating anti-cRobo1
and anti-cRobo2 with their peptide immunogens for 1 h significantly diminished the
binding of these antibodies to E5 chick spinal cord sections. Conversely, anti-cRobo1 and
anti-cRobo2 staining is not attenuated by preabsorption with the Robo2 and Robo1 pep-
tide immunogens, respectively (data not shown). Scale bars, 100 �m.
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Misexpressing FL Robo2 prevents commissural axons from
crossing the FP
The segregation of Robos to postcrossing segments of com-
missural axons presumably ensures that, as has been observed
in vitro (Zou et al., 2000), these axons gain responsiveness to
midline-associated Slits only after they cross the FP. To test
this hypothesis in vivo, we unilaterally electroporated CMV-
Robo2FL-myc into E2–E2.5 chick embryos and assessed the
consequences of precociously expressing Robo2 on commis-
sural axons. In contrast to embryos electroporated with a con-
trol construct (del-Npn1) (see Materials and Methods), in
which most anti-myc-labeled axons crossed the FP (Fig. 8 A,
inset), misexpression of FL Robo2 prevented nearly all com-
missural axons from crossing the VM (Fig. 8 B, inset). Anti-
myc labeling of open-book preparations derived from these
electroporated embryos confirmed that FL Robo2 is expressed
on precrossing commissural axons (supplemental Fig. 5, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Misex-

pression of FL Robo2 similarly pre-
vented a significant number of dI1 and
dI2 axons from crossing the VM in em-
bryos coelectroporated with Atoh1-
tauGFP or Neurog1tauGFP and CMV-
Robo2FL-myc (Fig. 8 D, inset; E) (see
Materials and Methods), compared with
embryos electroporated with Atoh1-
tauGFP (Fig. 8 E) or Neurog1tauGFP
(Fig. 8C, inset; E). Consistent with their
presumed lack of FL Robo2, essentially
all of the GFP-expressing axons that
crossed the VM were not labeled by anti-
myc (supplemental Fig. 6, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).

Paralleling a reduction in the number
of FP-crossing axons in embryos electro-
porated with CMV-Robo2FL-myc alone
or coelectroporated with CMV-
Robo2FL-myc and Neurog1tauGFP, we
expected to observe an increase in the
number of longitudinally projecting ax-
ons on the ipsilateral side of the FP in the
latter group of embryos, compared with
those electroporated with CMV-Del-
Npn1-myc or Neurog1tauGFP. It is im-
portant to note in this regard, however,
that the CMV-Del-Npn1-myc and CMV-
Robo2FL-myc (supplemental Fig. 5,
available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material) constructs target a
large number of cells distributed along
the D-V axis, and that this obscures ax-
ons on the ipsilateral side of the FP. To
overcome this limitation, we analyzed
GFP-labeled axons emanating selectively
from dorsally located dI2 cell bodies in
open-book preparations derived from
embryos coelectroporated with CMV-
Robo2FL-myc and Neurog1tauGFP.
Consistent with a decrease in the num-
ber of axons crossing the FP in these em-
bryos (Fig. 8 E, graph), there appeared to
be an increase in the number of GFP-

labeled, longitudinally oriented axons on the ipsilateral side of
the spinal cord (Fig. 9B, arrow), compared with the number of
these axons in embryos electroporated with only
Neurog1tauGFP (Fig. 9A, arrow). In a subset of the open-book
preparations derived from embryos coelectroporated with
Neurog1tauGFP and CMV-Robo2FL-myc, we used anti-BEN
to demarcate the FP boundaries to confirm that the GFP-
labeled axons, which inappropriately remained on the ipsilat-
eral side of the spinal cord, do not enter the FP (supplemental
Fig. 7, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).

To determine the number of axons projecting into the lon-
gitudinal plane on the ipsilateral side of the spinal cord in a
given electroporated embryo, we performed quantitative im-
age analysis of optical planes captured through the use of con-
focal fluorescence microscopy. As detailed in Materials and
Methods, each open-book preparation was rotated to position
the FP at the top of the microscopic scan field to view axons

Figure 4. Subsets of dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons express robo1 and robo2 mRNA. A–D, Transverse cryosections derived
from E4 chick embryos electroporated with either Atoh1tauGFP or Neurog1tauGFP were subjected to fluorescent in situ hybridiza-
tion to detect robo1 and robo2 mRNA followed by anti-GFP labeling to identify dI1 and dI2 commissural neurons. In each row, the
first panel represents GFP expression within the dorsal quadrant of the left side of the spinal cord (Fig. 1 A, B), the second panel
represents Cy3-labeled robo1 or robo2 mRNA expression, and the third panel is the merge of the first two panels. dI1 (A, B) and dI2
(C, D) dorsal commissural neurons express robo1 (A, C) and robo2 (B, D) mRNA (see arrows in third panel). Scale bar: (in D) A–D,
50 �m.
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projecting into the longitudinal plane on
the ipsilateral side of the spinal cord.
Four vertical line scans were taken
through the depth of each preparation to
obtain YZ planes that captured, in cross
section, those axons that had turned into
the longitudinal plane. The raw data
from these scans revealed a clear visual
difference between the number of axons
turning into the longitudinal plane in
Neurog1tauGFP (Fig. 9A�) compared
with Neurog1tauGFP-CMVRobo2FLmyc
(Fig. 9B�) electroporated embryos, and
this was corroborated by statistical anal-
yses of the number of objects classified as
longitudinally projecting axons in each
group (Table 1). To determine whether
this difference could have been the result
of an increased rate of transfection in the
Neurog1tauGFP-CMVRobo2FLmyc elec-
troporated embryos, a full-depth hori-
zontal line scan was also taken from each
preparation proximal to the positions of
the transfected cell bodies (see Materials
and Methods). Subsequent analyses of
these data revealed no significant differ-
ence in the transfection efficiency be-
tween the two groups (Table 1). We also
calculated the ratio of the number of
longitudinally projecting axons (deter-
mined by the number of objects in each
vertical line scan) to the total number of
transversely projecting, labeled axons
(determined from the horizontal line
scans) in each preparation. The ratios of
the median values were found to be
highly significant and showed about a
twofold difference between the Neurog1
(WT) and Neurog1/FL Robo2 (Rb2) em-
bryos (Table 1). These findings are con-
sistent with the approximately twofold
decrease in the number of axons that
cross the floor plate in embryos coelec-
troporated with Neurog1tauGFP and
CMV-Robo2FL-myc (Fig. 8 E). Together,
these observations suggest that axons
misexpressing Robo2FL prematurely
gain responsiveness to a Slit gradient
emanating from the FP.

Discussion
In the vertebrate spinal cord, most postcrossing commissural
axons adopt MLC or ILC trajectories, projecting alongside or a
significant distance away from the FP, respectively (Imondi
and Kaprielian, 2001; Kadison and Kaprielian, 2004). The up-
regulation of Robo1/2 and the lack of Robo3 repression, as
well as the loss of responsiveness to FP-associated chemoat-
tractants, are believed to ensure that postcrossing commis-
sural axons selectively gain responsive to repulsive midline-
associated Slit proteins (Dickson and Gilestro, 2006).
Subsequently, Robo1/2-mediated repulsion presumably pre-
vents all decussated commissural axons from reentering the
FP and drives ILC axons away from the VM. However, these

particular roles for Robo1/2 have not been established in vivo,
and some commissural axons appear capable of adopting ap-
propriately shaped contralateral trajectories even in the ab-
sence of repulsive Robo–Slit interactions (Long et al., 2004).
Here, we exploit unilateral in ovo electroporation and use a
variety of reporter constructs, including those that mark ge-
netically distinct dI1 and dI2 axons, to reproducibly label
MLC and ILC axons in the embryonic chick spinal cord and to
reliably assess the consequences of manipulating Robo expres-
sion on their pathfinding. Disabling Robo signaling by misex-
pressing truncated Robo1/2, or misexpressing FL Robo2, on
commissural axons leads to pathfinding defects that support

Figure 5. Postcrossing commissural axons expressing a truncated, cytoplasmic domain-lacking form of Robo1 fail to
project away from the FP along ILC trajectories in the embryonic chick spinal cord. CMV–GFP (control) and CMV-Robo1�–
GFP constructs were separately and unilaterally electroporated into stage E2.5 chick embryos, and open-book preparations
were derived from these embryos 36, 48, or 72 h after electroporation. A–C, In embryos electroporated with the CMV–GFP
reporter construct, a significant number of commissural axons have crossed the floor plate and begun to extend away from
the VM at E4, 36 h after electroporation (A). Between E5 (48 h) (B) and E6 (72 h) (C), the postcrossing segments of these
axons elaborate ILC and MLC projections. D–F, In CMV-Robo1�–GFP-treated embryos, GFP-labeled axons successfully
cross and turn into the longitudinal plane alongside the FP at E4, 36 h after electroporation (D) (observed in 10 of 10
embryos). Although these axons continue to extend adjacent to the contralateral margin of the FP along MLC trajectories,
they do not project away from the VM between E5 (48 h) (E) (observed in 11 of 11 embryos) and E6 (72 h) (F ) (observed
in 6 of 6 embryos). Scale bars, 100 �m.

Figure 6. Postcrossing dI1 and dI2 commissural axons fail to project away from the FP in chick embryos unilaterally electro-
porated with a truncated form of Robo1. A, D, Open-book preparations derived from E5 chick embryos that had been coelectro-
porated with CMV–GFP and Atoh1taumCherry (A) or Neurog1taumCherry (D) at E2.5 contain labeled, postcrossing dI1 and dI2
axons, which have projected away from the FP along ILC and MLC trajectories. In an E5 chick embryo that had been coelectropo-
rated with CMV-Robo1�–GFP and Atoh1taumCherry (B, C) (8 of 8 embryos) or Neurog1taumCherry (E, F ) (5 of 5 embryos) at E2.5,
both GFP- (B, E) and mCherry-labeled (C, F ), postcrossing axons exclusively project adjacent to the contralateral margin of the FP
along MLC trajectories. Scale bars, 100 �m.
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key in vivo roles for Robo receptors in presumably altering the
responsiveness of decussated commissural axons and facilitat-
ing their expulsion from the VM.

A genetic labeling strategy for visualizing postcrossing
vertebrate commissural axons
A key feature of the axonal labeling approach we use here is
that, like DiI labeling, unilateral electroporation of commis-
sural neurons provides unobstructed views of their postcross-
ing axons (Brittis et al., 2002). In contrast to DiI labeling,
however, in ovo electroporation of specific reporter constructs
ensures that the same subsets of contralateral commissural
projections are reproducibly marked in each embryo. We
show that murine Atoh1 and Neurog1 enhancers target dI1 and
dI2 neurons/axons, respectively, in chick embryos (Timmer et

al., 2001). Although this labeling system
distinguishes the dI1 and dI2 popula-
tions, and allows for the visualization of
their axons, Atoh1, Neurog1, as well as
CMV enhancers drive reporter protein
expression to both MLC and ILC axons.
Despite our observation that the Atoh1
and Neurog1 enhancer constructs do not
label distinct subsets of postcrossing ax-
ons, these tools establish a genetic label-
ing system for reliably assessing the con-
sequences of manipulating receptor
expression on commissural axons.

Assessing the role(s) of Robos in
commissural axon guidance by
manipulating receptor expression in
vivo
In mice lacking Robo1 or all three Slits,
some commissural axons temporarily stall
within the FP. In addition, decussated
commissural axons inappropriately re-
cross the VM in Slit triple knock-out em-
bryos, and, in Robo1 or Robo2 null mice,
longitudinally projecting, postcrossing
commissural axons assume aberrant posi-
tions that are consistent with the more lat-
eral location of Robo2- compared with
Robo-1-expressing axons in wild-type em-
bryos (Long et al., 2004). However, a solu-
ble form of the extracellular domain
(ECD) of Robo2 introduced into chick
embryos perturbs the pathfinding of pre-
crossing commissural axons. This particu-
lar observation raises the possibility that
the Robo2 ECD may not simply interfere
with ligand binding but might also bind
other cell surface molecules and activate
pathways required for guiding commis-
sural axons to the FP (Mambetisaeva et al.,
2005).

Given the range of pathfinding de-
fects reported in these various in vivo sys-
tems, we used a misexpression strategy to
explicitly assess the role(s) of Robos/Slits
in the guidance of MLC and ILC axons.

We show here that unilaterally misexpressing cytoplasmic
truncations of Robo1/2 in the embryonic chick spinal cord
prevents postcrossing commissural axons from projecting
away from the FP along ILC trajectories, but does not disrupt
the pathfinding of MLC axons. However, precocious expres-
sion of FL Robo2 prevents many commissural axons from
crossing the FP. Together with our observation that endoge-
nous Robo1/2 proteins are preferentially expressed on post-
crossing segments of chick commissural axons, these findings
provide strong in vivo evidence supporting major roles for
Robos in presumably altering the responsiveness of postcross-
ing axons to midline repellents and expelling these axons from
the VM.

As a consequence of unilaterally misexpressing myc-tagged
FL Robo2 via a CMV promoter within the embryonic chick

Figure 7. Postcrossing commissural axons on either side of the spinal cord fail to project away from the FP after
unilateral electroporation of a truncated form of Robo1. A, Schematic depicting an open-book view of the spinal cord after
the coelectroporation strategy described below. The dashed lines represent wild-type ILC projections, and the solid lines
represent the trajectories that these axons adopt after unilateral electroporation of truncated Robo1. a, Anterior; p,
posterior; fp, floor plate; rp, roof plate. A, B, Neurog1taumCherry (red axons in schematic) was unilaterally electroporated
into E2.5 chick embryos, and �2 h later the opposite side of the spinal cord was electroporated with CMV-Robo1�–GFP
(green axons in schematic). At E5, postcrossing GFP-labeled axons misexpressing a truncated form of Robo1 do not project
away from the FP (B) and postcrossing dI2 mCherry-labeled axons emanating from cell bodies on the opposite side of the
spinal cord also fail to project away from the FP (observed in 11 of 11 embryos). C, Open-book preparations derived from
embryos coelectroporated with CMV–GFP and Neurog1taumCherry. Postcrossing axons on either side of the spinal cord
elaborate wild-type MLC and ILC projections. Scale bar, 100 �m.

Figure 8. Commissural axons fail to cross the VM after unilateral electroporation of FL Robo2. A, C, Open-book preparations
derived from E4 –E4.5 chick embryos electroporated with a control CMV-Del-Npn1-myc plasmid (A) (8 of 8 embryos) or the
Neurog1tauGFP construct (C) (9 of 9 embryos) at E2.5 display wild-type ILC and MLC axons. B, In embryos electroporated with
CMV-Robo2FL-myc, essentially all myc-labeled axons fail to cross the FP (6 of 6 embryos). The two axons that do cross the FP follow
aberrant trajectories on the contralateral side of the midline and this is indicative of the pathfinding behavior displayed by these
rare axons. D, After the coelectroporation of Neurog1tauGFP and CMV-Robo2FL-myc, fewer labeled axons crossed the FP (D, inset)
(9 of 9 embryos) compared with embryos electroporated with only Neurog1tauGFP (C, inset). E, Bar graph quantifying the number
of axons that cross the FP in embryos electroporated with Neurog1tauGFP or Atoh1tauGFP or coelectroporated with
Neurog1tauGFP or Atoh1tauGFP and CMV-Robo2FL-myc. Approximately twofold fewer axons cross the FP in the embryos coelec-
troporated with Neurog1tauGFP or Atoh1tauGFP and CMV-Robo2FL-myc. Error bars indicate SEM. *p � 0.0001; **p � 0.0001.
Scale bar, 100 �m.
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spinal cord, essentially all myc-labeled
axons failed to cross the FP. This robust
phenotype is consistent with FP contact
and the upregulation of Robo1/2 alter-
ing the responsiveness of commissural
axons to midline repellents (Zou et al.,
2000) and suggests that misexpression of
FL Robo2 overcomes the positive actions
of Robo3, which normally facilitates
midline crossing (Sabatier et al., 2004).
Although we have not directly shown
that axons misexpressing FL Robo2 gain
responsiveness to repulsive midline-
associated Slits, our findings indicate
that the precocious expression of a single
repulsive Robo receptor on commissural
axons is sufficient to prevent these axons
from entering the FP. Moreover, many
of these misguided axons prematurely
turn into the longitudinal plane on the
ipsilateral side of the spinal cord. Nota-
bly, a significant number of dI1/dI2 ax-
ons fail to cross the FP in embryos co-
electroporated with the FL Robo2 and
Atoh1 or Neurog1 reporter constructs.
Appropriately, the subset of dI2 axons
that is capable of crossing the FP in these
experiments does not ectopically express
FL Robo2.

Why does the unilateral misexpres-
sion of truncated Robos disrupt the
pathfinding of postcrossing commis-
sural axons on both sides of the FP? We
initially presumed that, when expressed
at high levels on commissural axons,
truncated Robos would operate in a cell-
autonomous manner by dominating the
response of the growth cone and over-
shadowing the function of endogenous
Robos. Accordingly, the postcrossing
segments of these axons would be inca-
pable of responding to midline Slits, and
as we have shown, they are not expelled from the FP and adopt
MLC trajectories. However, decussated commissural axons
that exclusively express endogenous Robos also fail to be ex-
pelled from the VM when truncated Robos are selectively ex-
pressed on axons arising from the opposite side of the spinal
cord. Therefore, it seems likely that unilaterally misexpressed
truncated Robos block the expulsion of decussated commis-
sural axons on both sides of the spinal cord via a cell nonau-
tonomous mechanism by presumably sequestering all
midline-derived Slits. In vitro studies performed with Xenopus
spinal cord neurons have established that a Slit-dependent
interaction between the cytoplasmic domains of Robos and
the Netrin receptor DCC “silences” the attraction of these
axons to the FP, thereby facilitating their exit from the VM
(Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001). The cell nonautonomous
model for the action of truncated Robos that we favor is con-
sistent with a Slit-dependent, Robo1/2-mediated silencing
mechanism normally facilitating the expulsion of decussated
commissural axons from the VM in the chick spinal cord.

Which guidance systems ensure that decussated commissural
axons never reenter the FP?
We were surprised to find that decussated commissural axons
did not reenter the FP after misexpression of truncated
Robo1/2 in the chick spinal cord given that this manipulation
likely removes all available midline Slits (see above) and de-
cussated commissural axons frequently reenter/recross the FP
in mice lacking all three Slits (Long et al., 2004). Notably,
midline recrossing events were also not observed in Robo1 and
Robo2 single knock-out mice (Long et al., 2004), raising the
possibility that these Robos function redundantly to bar the
reentry of decussated commissural axons into the FP. In an
attempt to address this issue and to reconcile the results of our
misexpression experiments with the phenotype of the Slit
triple-mutant mouse, we performed shRNA interference ex-
periments aimed at knocking down Robo1 and Robo2 in chick
embryos. Unfortunately, we were only able to achieve a partial
knockdown of robo1 mRNA and this did not perturb commis-
sural axon pathfinding (see Materials and Methods) (supple-
mental Fig. 8, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).

Figure 9. In embryos coelectroporated with FL Robo2 and Neurog1tauGFP, an increased number of longitudinally
oriented, GFP-expressing axons are present on the ipsilateral side of the spinal cord. A, In wild-type Neurog1tauGFP-
electroporated embryos, a small number of longitudinally projecting axons are present on the ipsilateral side of the VM (A,
arrow). B, In embryos coelectroporated with Neurog1tauGFP and CMV-Robo2FL-myc, there is an increase in the number of
longitudinally oriented axons on the ipsilateral side of the spinal cord (B, arrow) (9 of 9 embryos). A�, B�, Vertical line
scans, represented by the white dashed lines in each open book in A and B, were performed to obtain YZ planes that
captured, in cross section, axons projecting in the longitudinal plane (note: the dashed lines in A and B are superficial, and
the line scans shown in A� and B� are not all derived from the images in A and B). Three examples of vertical line scans are
shown for Neurog1tauGFP- and Neurog1tauGFP/Robo2FL-myc-electroporated embryos together with their respective
“object” overlay images (i�–vi�) (see Materials and Methods). The green outlines represent the objects isolated for each
line scan. The object analysis was performed to obtain a measure of the relative number of longitudinally projecting axons,
to omit random noise or debris, and to avoid counting the rare transversely projecting axons that happen to overlap with
an individual YZ line scan (A�i�, B�vi�, asterisks). The orientation of each line scan is demarcated by the position of the FP.
We observed approximately twofold more longitudinally projecting axons in embryos electroporated with
Neurog1tauGFP/Robo2FL-myc compared with those electroporated with Neurog1tauGFP (Table 1). Scale bars: (in A) A, B,
100 �m; (in B�) A�, B�, 20 �m. ipsi, Ipsilateral.
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A very recent study has shown that Robo1/2 double knock-
out mice phenocopy the pathfinding defects we observe after
misexpressing truncated Robos (Chen et al., 2008). Further-
more, a newly identified isoform of Robo3, Robo3.2, is selec-
tively expressed on postcrossing commissural axons in the
mouse spinal cord and these axons inappropriately reenter the
FP after knockdown of Robo3.2 in Robo1/2 null embryos
(Chen et al., 2008). Assuming that a similar situation exists in
the chick spinal cord, this additional Slit receptor might have a
higher affinity for Slit and/or requires a lower concentration of
Slit than Robo1 or Robo2 to mediate a repulsive response at
the ventral midline. Accordingly, misexpressed truncated Ro-
bos may bind enough Slit to effectively disable Robo1 and
Robo2, but not a highly sensitive, third repulsive Robo, which
may prevent midline recrossing in chick embryos. Alterna-
tively, Robo receptors may be capable of binding other mid-
line repellents, and/or other long- (e.g., Npn-Sema) (Zou et
al., 2000) or short-range (EphB-ephrin-B) (Kadison et al.,
2006) guidance systems may operate in parallel with Robo–Slit
signaling to prevent decussated commissural axons from re-
entering/recrossing the floor plate. In principle, the genetic
labeling strategy described here could be used in conjunction
with loss-of-function and gain-of-function approaches to in-
vestigate the in vivo roles of these and other axon navigation
systems within relatively homogeneous populations of com-
missural axons.
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